
 
Flagstaff Biking Organization  

PO Box 23851  

Flagstaff, AZ 86002  

trails@flagstaffbiking.org  

October 20, 2022 

David Wessel, Planning Manager 

Metroplan Greater Flagstaff 
6 E. Aspen, Suite 200 

Flagstaff, AZ 86001  

Submitted electronically  

Dear Mr. Wessel, 

Thank you for opportunity to comment on the South Lone Tree Road Planning & Environmental Linkages 

(PEL) Study. 

Background  

Flagstaff Biking Organization (FBO) is a group of cyclists who came together to “promote bicycling as a 

safe and attractive means of transportation and recreation in Northern Arizona.” Our initial project was 

to put on a Bike to Work Week for our community in May 2002. Building on the success we started to 

expand our efforts to keep people informed of cycling related issues and galvanize support for better 

and safer facilities and infrastructure for cyclists. We have a successful and ongoing 21+ year relationship 

with the Coconino National Forest, Coconino County and the City of Flagstaff. Many of our supporters 

use bicycles as transportation in the greater Flagstaff area and along the current Lone Tree Road 

corridor. Our supporters will be directly affected by the results of this planning. Please consider our 

comments as generally representative of our substantial supporter base’s interests. 

Cycling is a vital part of a complete transportation plan  

As Lone Tree is developed into a larger arterial transportation corridor, it is vital that cycling 

infrastructure be holistically incorporated into any plans and designs. 

 

The current Flagstaff City Council direction regarding the “Big Shift”, the imminent adoption of the 

Active Transportation Plan and the Flagstaff Climate Action and Adaptation Plan should fundamentally 



guide the development of this corridor.  

 

Best practices from National Association of City Transportation Officials (NACTO) and the Flagstaff Active 

Transportation Plan should be utilized in the final designs for streets and intersections in order to assure 

the most up to date implementation for safe and efficient movement of cyclists and pedestrians. 

 

In order to achieve the goals set forth by the community and elected officials, robust bicycling and 

pedestrian infrastructure should be a priority throughout this process to final construction. 

 

Some specific concerns and input given the scale of this new corridor include, but are not limited to: 

• Right-sizing and shaping the roadway and vehicle lanes to mitigate traffic speeds. 

• Utilizing designs that allow bicyclists to navigate intersections both safely and efficiently. 

• Implementing separated bike lanes and/or off street pathways as appropriate to provide a 

safer and more comfortable and encouraging experience for bicyclists. 

• Consideration of new traffic patterns that may develop for cyclists in light of the changes to 

this corridor. 

 

Thank you again for this opportunity to comment. Please keep us informed as this process progresses. 

Sincerely,  

On behalf of the Board of Flagstaff Biking Organization  

Anthony Quintile 
 
 
 
 


